Introduction
Let h be a smooth function on R with a compact support, and
be its Hilbert transform. Set f = g + ih and introduce the function u f (z) = R H(zf (t)) dt , H(z) = log |1 − z| + Re(z) , called the logarithmic determinant of genus one. It is subharmonic in C, and its Riesz measure is dµ f (ζ) = dν f (ζ −1 ), where dν f is the distribution measure of f : ν f (E) = meas ({t : f (t) ∈ E}) , E is a borelian subset of C , and meas( . ) stands for the Lebesgue measure on R. Let µ f (r) = µ f ({|z| ≤ r}) = meas {|f | ≥ r −1 } be a (conventional) counting function of dµ f , and let n f (r) = µ f ({|z − ir/2| ≤ r/2}) + µ f ({|z + ir/2| ≤ r/2}) = µ f {|Im(z −1 )| ≥ r −1 } = meas {|h| ≥ r −1 } be its Levin-Tsuji counting function, see [9] , [16] , and [5, Chapter 1] . Then the classical estimates of the Hilbert transform can be easily rewritten as upper bounds of µ f (r) by n f (r). For example, Marcinkiewicz' inequality (see [7, Chapter V]) From this, one readily obtains
which is equivalent to Kolmogorov's weak L 1 -type inequality: λm f (λ) ≤ C||h|| L 1 , 0 < λ < ∞, and 4) which is equivalent to M. Riesz' inequality:
(1.5)
Main results
Define a subharmonic canonical integral of genus one:
where dµ is a non-negative locally finite measure on C such that
Let µ(r) = µ({|z| ≤ r})
be a (conventional) counting function of the measure dµ, and let n(r) = µ ({|Im(1/z)| ≥ 1/r}) = µ ({|z − ir/2| ≤ r/2})+µ ({|z + ir/2| ≤ r/2}) be its Levin-Tsuji counting function [9] , [16] (see also [5, Chapter 1] ). Let M(r, u) = max |z|≤r u(z). Then by the Jensen inequality, µ(r) M(r, u). In the opposite direction, a standard estimate of the kernel H(z) |z| where m(r, u) = 1 2π
is the Tsuji proximity function of u.
If the function u is non-negative in C, then the proximity function m(r, u) vanishes, and applying Jensen's inequality we arrive at Corollary 1. Let u be a canonical integral of genus one which is non-negative in C. Then
As we explained in the introduction, this result immediately yields the classical Marcinkiewicz inequality (1.1). In this case one can apriori assume that the function f is bounded, so that most of the technicalities needed for the proof of Theorem 1 (see Lemmas 2 and 4 below) are redundant, and our proof of Marcinkiewicz' inequality, being conceptually new, is comparable in length to the classical one.
There is a curious reformulation of Corollary 1. Let M be a measurable space endowed with a locally finite non-negative measure dm, let f be a complex-valued measurable function on M, and let
then we define the logarithmic determinant of f of genus one
which is subharmonic in C, and moreover is represented by a canonical integral of genus one. Applying Corollary 1, we obtain Corollary 2. If f satisfies condition (2.6) , and the logarithmic determinant u f is non-negative in C, then
In particular,
Corollary 1 can also be applied to Jensen measures in C. A compactly supported finite measure σ in C is called a Jensen measure (with respect to the origin) if for an arbitrary subharmonic function h in C
A simple argument shows that (2.7) then holds true for subharmonic functions in a domain G such that 0 ∈ G and supp(σ) ⊂ G. For a harmonic function, the equality sign must occur in (2.7). Therefore,
that is, σ is a probability measure, and
Define the potential
Then, due to (2.7) and (2.8), 10) for some c > 0. The opposite is also true: if, for some c > 0, a subharmonic function V satisfies (2.10), then it is a potential of a of a Jensen measure [6, §4] . Due to condition (2.8), every potential V σ of a Jensen measure can be represented by a canonical integral of genus one:
Thus, Theorem 1 is applicable to the potential V σ , and we obtain
The class of Jensen measures is invariant with respect to the holomorphic mappings. More precisely, let G be a domain which contains the origin and supp(σ), and let F be an analytic function in G, F (0) = 0. Then the push forward F * σ is defined by
where φ is an arbitrary continuous function in C, and φ • F is a composition of φ and F . By the monotone convergence theorem this equation also holds for semicontinuous functions. The measure F * σ automatically has a compact support since F is bounded on supp(σ). If h is subharmonic in C, then h • F is subharmonic in G, and
Hence, F * σ is a Jensen measure. 
Corollary 4 probably holds true under a weaker (and more natural) assumption g(0) = 0 rather than f (0) = 0. In that case, using Theorem 2 (see below) one can get an estimate which is slightly weaker than (2.11).
In the next result, we shall not assume that u(z) is non-negative in C and instead introduce the quantity 
The function δ * (r) does not decrease, r −2 δ * (r) does not increase, and therefore
Theorem 2. Let u(z) be an arbitrary subharmonic function in C represented by a canonical integral of genus one. Then
Observe, that the RHSs of (2.5) and (2.15) do not depend on the bound for the integral (2.2). Estimate (2.15) is slightly weaker than (2.5); however, it suffices for deriving estimates of M. Riesz and Kolmogorov, as well as of the weak (p, ∞)-type estimate (see Corollary 6 below).
Fix an arbitrary ǫ > 0. Then by the Cauchy inequality
Thus we get
We do not know whether the term log 3+ǫ is really needed on the RHS of (2.16). Apparently, our method does not allow us to omit it. Rewriting (2.16) in the form
we immediately obtain 
weak (p, ∞)-type estimate:
and Kolmogorov-type estimate:
Estimates weaker than (2.17) and (2.19) were obtained in [12] and [14] under additional restrictions which now appear to be redundant. Estimate (2.18) is apparently new.
If we assume that dµ is supported by R, that is, u(z) is harmonic in C ± , then our technique gives a better result:
Let u(z) be a canonical integral of genus one of a measure dµ supported by R. Then, for 0 < r < ∞,
Note, that one cannot replace u − (x) by u + (x) on the RHS of our estimates. For example, the function
is subharmonic in C, harmonic in the upper and lower half-planes C ± , represented by the canonical integral of genus one of the measure dµ(x) = c p |x| p−1 dx (c p > 0), and non-positive on R.
There is a corollary to Theorem 2 which is parallel to Corollary 2. Let M be a measurable space endowed with a locally finite non-negative measure dm, and let f : M → R n+1 , n ≥ 1, be a measurable function such that
where || . || stands for the n + 1-dimensional Euclidean norm. We start to enumerate the coordinates in R n+1 with j = 0, and denote by e 0 the vector in R n+1 with the zeroth coordinate equal one, and other coordinates vanishing.
Let f j (t) be the j-th coordinate function of
. We define the logarithmic determinant
where the integral converges due to assumption (2.21). Then, if the function v f (x) is non-negative on R, we may estimate its distribution function m f (λ) = m({||f || ≥ λ}) by the distribution function mf = m({f ≥ λ}) off . For this, observe that
where f C is a "complex-valued surrogate" of f :
, and mf (λ) = m Im f C (λ) for 0 < λ < ∞. Hence, Theorem 2 is applicable in this situation. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case when v f is non-negative on the real axis.
Corollary 7. Let f satisfy condition (2.21) , and let the logarithmic determinant v f be non-negative on the real axis. Then, for 0 < λ < ∞ and ǫ > 0,
and
This corollary may be of some interest in view of the results of Aleksandrov and Kargaev [1] .
Our third result pertains to a more general class of subharmonic functions represented by a generalized canonical integral of genus one. It gives a Kolmogorov-type estimate which can be applied to a wider class of functions than (2.19):
Theorem 3. Let dµ be a non-negative locally finite measure on C such that
and let there exist a finite principal value integral
It is easy to see that if the integral (2.2) converges at the origin, then the upper limit on the RHS of (2.22) vanishes, and in this case (2.22) coincides with (2.19).
In fact, our proof yields a stronger result
which gives control over the positive harmonic majorants of u in the upper and lower half-planes. Applying a known technique of functions of Cartwright class [10] , [8] , one can extract from (2.23) information about the asymptotic regularity of u and µ at infinity and near the origin. Notice, that one can reformulate Theorem 3 in the spirit of Corollaries 2 and 7. We leave this to the reader.
Auxiliary Lemmas
We shall need several known facts about harmonic and subharmonic functions.
Lemma 1. Let v be a subharmonic function in the angle
and let
If the majorant Φ(t) does not decrease, then the factor sin(πθ/α) on the LHS of (3.3) can be omitted.
Proof: The general case is easily reduced to the special case when S = C + , so that, without loss of generality, we assume that α = π. First, we show that v(z) is majorized by the Poisson integral of Φ(|t|), and then we estimate this integral.
Denote by h R (z) a harmonic function in the semi-disk {Imz > 0, |z| < R} with boundary values h R (t) = Φ(|t|), −R < t < R, and h R (Re , we obtain for z = re iθ , r < R,
where
, (3.6) By condition (3.2), the second integral on the RHS of (3.4) tends to 0 as R → ∞. Therefore, letting R → ∞ in (3.4), we obtain
Making use of straightforward estimates of the Poisson kernel, we get
and estimate (3.3) follows. If the majorant Φ(t) does not decrease, then we modify the previous argument:
The next lemma asserts that under certain conditions the Carleman integral formula [ 
where the first integral on the LHS is absolutely convergent.
Proof: We start with the Nevanlinna representation
where the kernels K 1 and K 2 were defined by (3.5) and (3.6), and
We multiply both the left and right hand sides of the Nevanlinna representation by r −1 sin θ, integrate it with respect to θ from 0 to π and change the integration order in all terms. We shall use the formulas:
(3.14)
Observe that the RHS of relations (3.12)-(3.14) are non-decreasing functions of r −1 . Therefore, making the limit transition r → 0, and using the monotone convergence theorem and condition (3.9) of the lemma, we get
The first and third integrals on the RHS are finite due to condition (3.9). This completes the proof. 2
Remark. Condition (3.8) holds true for canonical integrals of genus one defined in (2.1).
Indeed, if u(z) is such an integral, then due to (2.5)
Since u(0) = 0, this yields
The third lemma was proved in [14] (cf. [10, Lecture 26]). Its proof uses the Nevanlinna representation for the semi-disk.
Lemma 3. Let v(z) be a function which is harmonic in C + , subharmonic in C + , and satisfies conditions (3.8) and (3.9) of Lemma 2. Then, for z
The next lemma is a version of the Levin integral formula ( [9] , [5, Chapter 1]) without a remainder.
Lemma 4. Let v be a subharmonic function in C such that v(z) and v(z) satisfy conditions (3.8) and (3.9) of Lemma 2. Then
16) where n(t) is the Levin-Tsuji counting function, and the integral on the LHS is absolutely convergent.
Proof: It suffices to prove that 1 2π
Then (3.16) follows by adding to (3.17) a similar formula for the integral from π to 2π. First, we prove that the integral on the LHS of relation (3.16) is absolutely convergent. Making use of notations introduced in (3.5), (??2) and (3.11), observe that the Nevanlinna formula implies that
We set z = Re iθ sin θ, multiply the formula by (R sin 2 θ) −1 , integrate it with respect to φ from 0 to π, and change the integration order in all terms. We shall use the following relations:
Using these relations, we verify that
The first integral on the RHS is finite due to Lemma 2, and the third is finite due to condition (3.9) . That is, the integral on the LHS of (3.16) is absolutely convergent. Now, we write the Nevanlinna formula in the form
Again, we set here z = Re iθ sin θ, multiply by (R sin 2 θ) −1 , integrate with respect to θ from 0 to π and change the integration order in all terms. We can do this since we already know that the integrals with |v| instead of v are finite. As a result, we obtain the equation
Taking into account (3.10), we get
Then (3.17) follows and the proof is complete. 2
In other words, in the assumptions of Lemma 4, the first fundamental theorem for Tsuji characteristics holds without a remainder term:
and m(r, u) = 1 2π
The last lemma was proved in a slightly different setting in [11] (see also [5 
Proof of Theorem 1
Using monotonicity of T (r, u), Lemma 5, and then Lemma 4, we obtain
Then the inequality M(r, u) ≤ 3T (2r, u) completes the proof. 2
Proof of Theorem 2
We split the proof into several parts. Without loss of generality, we assume convergence of the integrals 0 δ(t) t 2 dt and ∞ δ(t) t 3 log t dt .
We define a measure µ 1 , supp(µ 1 ) ⊂C − , by reflecting at the real axis the part of the measure µ which lies in the upper half-plane. Formally,
where E ⊂ C is a borelian set, and E − = {z :z ∈ E}. Then the measure µ 1 also satisfies condition (2.1) and we denote by u 1 (z) its canonical integral of genus one. Observe that u 1 (t) = u(t), so that δ(t, u 1 ) = δ(t, u), t ∈ R.
Estimate of u
We have
Since the RHS is non-positive for y > 0 and ζ ∈C − ,
Estimates of
Using harmonicity of the function u 1 in the upper half-plane, we transform the lower bound for u 1 into the upper bound. We shall show that
where δ * (r) is defined by (2.13). Consider the function −u 1 (z) and apply Lemma 1 to the angles {0 < arg z < π/2} and {π/2 < arg z < π} with
Condition (3.1) holds due to estimate (5.1), and condition (3.2) holds due to estimate (2.4) combined with Jensen's inequality:
Therefore,
Observe that the factor | sin 2θ| on the LHS of (5.3) can be replaced by sin θ. This follows from inspection of the proof of Lemma 1 (since on the imaginary axis the function −u(iy) has an increasing majorant). Alternatively, one may again apply Lemma 1 to a small angle around the imaginary axis, say in {|θ − π/2| < π/8}. That is, we have
Using Lemma 3 we obtain
proving estimate (5.2).
Estimate of u
Here we prove that, for an arbitrary η > 0,
For this, we shall need several upper bounds for the difference
We shall use this estimate when |z| Im
Next, let t = |z|/|ζ|, θ = arg(z), φ = arg(ζ). Then
and we obtain 8) with an arbitrary η > 0. Now, for z ∈ C + , r = |z|, we have
Then, using estimate (5.2) for u + 1 (z) in the upper half-plane, we obtain estimate (5.5) for 0 < θ < π. The same argument applies for the lower half-plane, and the proof of (5.5) is complete.
Integral inequality for M(r, u).
Here we prove the integral inequality
First, we improve estimate (5.5) near the real axis. Consider the function u(z) in the angles {| arg z| ≤ π/6} and {| arg z −π| ≤ π/6}. On the boundary of these angles,
Applying Lemma 1 to u(z) in these angles, we obtain for |θ| ≤ π/8 and |π − θ| ≤ π/8,
The second inequality follows since the function Φ(r) does not decrease, and the function r −2 Φ(r) does not increase. Thus, for 0 < r < ∞, On the other hand, since M(r, u) does not decrease,
completing the proof of Theorem 2. 2
Proof of Theorem 3
We divide the proof into 4 parts. Set
Without loss of generality, we assume that both values B and C are finite. First, we shall prove the theorem under the additional assumption supp(µ) ⊂C − , (6.1) and till Section 6.4 we assume that the function u(z) is harmonic in C + .
6.1
The function u(z) has nonnegative harmonic majorants in C ± .
Consider the function
This function is harmonic in C + and U(x) ≤ 0, x ∈ R. Moreover, for y > 0,
By the Poisson-Nevanlinna representation of harmonic functions in the semi-disk D R (cf. Section 3), we have
i.e. −U(z) + Cy is a nonnegative harmonic function in C + . Since u(z) ≤ −U(z) + Cy, the function u(z) also has a nonnegative harmonic majorant in C + . For z ∈ C − , we write
Because u(z) has a nonnegative harmonic majorant in C − , we get the desired conclusion.
6.2 Estimate of u(z) near the origin. For any given ε > 0, choose a positive δ < ε such that µ(r) < (B + ε)r, for 0 < r < δ.
Let us represent u by the formula (6.3) with this δ. Since
It suffices to show that
Indeed, if (6.8) is valid, then substituting it into (6.7), we get lim sup
Taking the limit as ε → 0 (then δ → 0 as well), we obtain (6.6). To prove (6.8), we set for |z| = r, 0 < r < δ:
Note that
This estimate will allow us to change the integration order in the double integrals that arise when estimating I δ j (r), j = 1, 2, below. Write
For r < |ζ|, we have Since u has a nonnegative harmonic majorant in C + , we have Since u has nonnegative harmonic majorants in both upper and lower halfplanes, the following inequality holds in the whole plane:
The assertion of Theorem 3 can be obtained from this inequality and (6.11) by applying a known argument (cf. [12] , [14] ). First, one applies (6.13) and (6.11) to get the upper bound for u(z) in the angles {| arg z±π/2| ≤ π/4}, and then, using the Phragmén-Lindelöf principle, one obtains the upper bound for u(z) in the complementary angles. This gives u(z) (B + C)|z|, and completes the proof of estimate (2.22) for the special case (6.1). Now, let µ be an arbitrary measure in C satisfying conditions of Theorem 3 and having finite value C. As in Section 5, we define the measure µ 1 , suppµ 1 ⊂C − , by reflecting with respect to the real axis the part of µ which charges C + . Since The same estimate holds in the lower half-plane, and the general case of Theorem 3 follows. 2
